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Abstract - Data mining is the process to discover probably beneficial definite information from the large 
transactional databases. Association rule mining is most common technique of data mining. It aims at 
discovering associations between attributes in the large databases. It is used for various applications and 
also applies on Wireless Sensors Network (WSN) dataset. It is a difficult task to extract the interesting 
knowledge from WSN in mining techniques. In this paper, we extract the useful information from WSN 
dataset by using Associated Sensor Pattern Mining of data Stream (ASPMS) algorithm. For finding the 
frequent patterns among sensors, we apply three algorithms i.e. Apriori, FP-growth and ASPMS 
algorithm. Results shows in comparative manner, that our technique is time and storage efficient with less 
memory scan in finding frequent patterns than Apriori and FP Growth algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
Mining play main role to mine frequent item set in many data mining tasks. Over data streams, the frequent 
itemset mining is mine the approximation set of frequent itemsets in transaction with given support and 
threshold. It should support the flexible determine between mining accuracy and processing time. When the 
user-specified minimum support threshold is small, it should be time efficient. To propose an efficient algorithm 
the objective is generates frequent patterns in a very less time. Frequent patterns are very meaningful in data 
streams such as in network monitoring, frequent patterns relate an indicator for network attack to excessive 
traffic. In sales transactions, frequent patterns correspond to the top selling products with their relationships in a 
market. If we consider that the data stream consist of transactions, each items being a set of items, then the 
problem definition of mining frequent patterns can be written as given a set of transaction and finds all patterns 
with frequency above a threshold. 
The first traditional algorithm for association rule is Apriori. In Apriori, discovery of interesting rules, multiple 
database scans, large number of candidate item set generation and discovery of are the main issues. Also in FP 
Growth algorithm, required more storage space for find the frequent pattern mining and expensive to build the 
tree. In order to decrease the multiple scanning of database, a new method of association rule mining for pattern 
generation is proposed in this paper i.e. ASPMS algorithm. This method works efficient with reduction in 
multiple times scanning of database and less memory space. Thus ASPMS is more efficient than the traditional 
algorithms. 
In existing works, Share-Frequent Sensor Pattern (SFSP) found interesting knowledge by considering the non-
binary frequency from sensor databases or streams. It generates sensor association rules to extract the 
knowledge for frequency patterns. SFSP capture the temporal relationships among the sensor nodes during their 
event detection process. In this Paper to find frequent patterns we have applied ASPMS, Apriori and FP-Growth 
algorithm in this paper .ASPMS work with associated sensor pattern stream tree (ASPS tree); it’s an innovative 
tree structure. It is especially design to find frequent pattern among sensors in WSN [12] and it is a sliding 
window based algorithm. It generates all associated pattern with only one scan of dataset. ASPMS utilize the 
less memory as it compresses the same frequency nodes into single node using Branch Sort Method (BSM). 
BSM is keep the frequent items in tree after restructure phase. In this method, according to new insertion list 
order if path is not sorted, first it removed from tree with deleted non-frequent items, sorted into a temporary 
array according to new insertion list order and then again inserted into tree in order. 
The purpose of this paper to mine the frequent item set over sensor data streams and in this regard creates 
following influences: 

• We describe a new type of interactive patterns for WSNs, called as associated sensor patterns to 
capture the correlation among sensor data. 

• To find frequent patterns, we develop a highly compressed tree structure, called ASPS-tree and a 
mining algorithm that can well discover patterns with a single scan. 

• The ASPMS algorithm is based on sliding window technique extracts associated sensor patterns over a 
sensor data stream in efficient way. 
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The experiment shows that the proposed algorithm ASPMS manage high accurate mining data, increase the 
speed as well as the memory uses is less than the existing mining algorithm. 

2. Literature Survey 
Association rule mining was first introduced in [1], where it was initially proposed in term of transactional 
database. It also applied to generate patterns from sensors nodes in WSN. The problem of discovering 
association rules of sales transactions between items in a large database. Reflect the numbers of epochs in 
database that’s why binary frequency of pattern not sufficient for finds patterns. Behavioral pattern called share 
frequent sensor patterns (SFSPs) [2]. It used to discover the patterns. To avoid candidate generation, SFSP 
worked with SFSP-tree. Also presented parallel and distributed for process of high amount data. 
S. Singh, et.al [14], studied the various algorithms for mining the frequent pattern. Extension and modification 
of basic algorithms like Apriori algorithm, FP growth algorithm, Éclat algorithm, and Maximal frequent itemset 
(MFI) algorithm. J. Jadhav, et.al [15] suggested a new method for finding frequent pattern in case of incremental 
database which based on Main Memory database Management System (MMDBMS) with help of HSQLDB. 
This method takes only one database scan and pass for processing frequent pattern.  It works efficiently in single 
and also multi-processing environment which gives better performance than other existing algorithms. 
S. Rewatkar, et.al [18], proposed ASPMS algorithm to find frequent pattern among sensors in WSNs for 
improving the WSNs quality. It worked with innovative tree structure i.e., ASPS-tree which identifies sets of 
correlated sensors. The result showed that ASPMS worked efficient than Apriori and FP-Growth algorithm. For 
finding frequent item sets, many algorithms studied and applied from distributed data for creating and mining 
efficient association rules [19]. Fat Distributed mining (FDM) find the local support counts and prunes all 
infrequent local candidate sets. Generation of frequent item set among different sites with globally. 
In this article [20], for extraction of frequent item sets, generated of both upward and downward closure 
property which reduced the total number of scans required for the candidate sets generation. Cache optimization 
techniques improved the Hit/Miss ratio and increased efficiency of the overall frequent pattern mining process. 
L. Yue [22], suggested the analysis of improve Apriori, traditional Apriori and FP Growth for mining frequent 
patterns form undefined data and undefined data streams and also proposed the different solutions in extending 
the popular techniques into uncertainty environment i.e. U-Apriori or tree structure UF-growth. The experiment 
result showed that algorithms had reduced memory and run time for undefined data for good efficiency. 
Especially used in complete the frequent patterns for mining. 
In [21], a method for finding recently frequent item sets over a data stream based on Mining Maximum Frequent 
Item Sets over Data Streams Using Transaction Sliding Window Techniques (MFITSW) mining frequent item 
set transaction sensitive sliding window algorithm. When the transaction of large number performed from data 
warehouse, the space of memory was reduced with the number of transaction and time consumed in candidate 
itemsets transaction to be scanned. The range of data stream was defined by the size of window. This method 
encapsulated the knowledge in a data stream. The experimental result showed that acquired accuracy mining, 
consumed less memory with run significant faster than the existing algorithms for mining frequent item sets. 
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3. Proposed Method 
In this paper, find the frequent pattern by applying Apriori and FP-growth algorithm after preprocessing the 
dataset. This algorithm finds frequent patterns among sensors in WSN. 

 
Figure 1.Flow of Proposed System 

In proposed system, the first step is preprocessing of dataset. It includes the WSN dataset as an input. It 
arranged the dataset and store in text file. Preprocessing applied on T10I4D100K dataset, which is synthetic 
type of dataset with 1, 00,000 transactions. Next step is to applied the association rule mining algorithm i.e. 
Apriori, FP Growth and ASPMS algorithm. Apriori algorithm is the first traditional algorithm [1]. Apriori is an 
iterative level wise search Algorithm. It is used for large transactional databases. Apriori is an iterative process 
where k-itemsets are used to explore (k+1) itemsets. 
In each transaction the frequency of an item set is computed by counting its occurrence. Each k-item set must be 
equal to or greater than minimum support threshold frequency. It generated a large number of candidate itemsets 
and many times scans the data set as the length of the longest frequent itemsets [14]. There are two steps in 
Apriori algorithm i.e. the join step and the prune step. Suppose I1, I2, I3……Ik is the itemsets where I1 is the 1-
itemset, I2 is the 2-itemset and Ik is the k-itemset. D is the dataset. Ck is the K candidate itemset. In join step, 
Ck is generated by joining Ik-1 with itself and in prune step, Scan the database to determine the each candidate 
count in Ck. It should be deleting from the candidate itemsets, when the count is less than the minimums support 
count. Any (k-1)-itemset that is not frequent cannot be a subset of a frequent k-itemset. 
In data mining field, FP Growth algorithm is well-known algorithm for frequent pattern which remove the 
drawback of Apriori algorithm. It is based on FP tree which is prefix-tree structure used for storing information 
about frequent patterns [8]. In FP Growth algorithm, first scan the database and find the distinct element with 
their count, then infrequent patterns are deleted and remaining patterns are sorted in descending order with 
rearrange the itemsets. Generate FP tree and scan the dataset again. Frequent patterns find in final stage from FP 
tree. FP Growth algorithm, scan the database only two times than Apriori algorithm and no candidate set of 
generations. It used divide and conquer approach to decompose the mining problem into a set of smaller 
problems but one drawback of this algorithm that no new transactions added to database because needs to repeat 
whole process [14]. 
Associated Sensor Pattern Mining of data Stream (ASPMS) Algorithm 
Frequent Pattern mining techniques find the candidates and frequent patterns generated. In frequent pattern 
mining techniques for finding frequent patterns contained two problems they are, many times scanned the 
database and more complex candidate generation process. To find the frequent patterns with single scan of 
database, we propose a technique ASPMS Algorithm with ASPS-tree which is used to generate associated 
patterns [12]. 
ASPMS algorithm can extract useful information for the current window of the sensor from the stream contents 
in a batch-by-batch manner. ASPS-tree is based on sliding window for WSN that related sensors pattern. The 
tree is same as FP growth algorithm. The nodes of an ASPS tree in a sensor appearance order and then 
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restructure the tree in descending order of frequency. After that, compress the tree in a single node by merging 
the same support sensor node in each branch of the tree. It used BSM method for compresses the same 
frequency nodes into single node. After restructure phase, BSM is kept the frequent items in tree. In this method 
if path is not sorted according to new insertion list order, first it removed from the tree, deleted non-frequent 
items then sorted according to new insertion list order into a temporary array and then again inserted in order 
into tree. In ASPMS algorithm, new transaction can be added after execution because transaction item divided 
into window form. 
  
Algorithm: ASPMS Algorithm 
 
Input: Sensor database (SD), Initial sensor appearance order (IO), min sup, min all confidence 
Output: Complete set of associated sensor patterns 
1: Begin 
2: Divide window into Batches 
3: ASPS-tree a prefix-tree with null initialization 
4: while (Not end of window) do 
5: Scan an epoch from the current location in    window; 
6: Insert the scanned epoch into ASPS-tree according to IO by following tree construction method: 
7: end while 
8: Restructured tree in descending order using merge-sort method; 
9: for each branch in ASP-tree do 
10:  if same support of two nodes in same branch do 
11: Merge the branch in tree using branch sorting method (BSM); 
12: end if 
13: end for 
14: Find frequent patterns from step 10 
 

4. Experimental Result 
In this experiment, we show the result of proposed ASPMS algorithm. We have to implement our sliding 
window algorithm program on Windows platform. To appraise the performance of our approach, we performed 
experiments on IBM synthetic dataset T10I4D100K, real life dataset Kosark, other is Mushroom and Retail 
dataset from frequent itemset mining dataset repository [23].A synthetic dataset T10I4D100K has been used for 
analysis, which contains 100000 transactions with 870 items, has an average of 5 of items (T5) with average 
maximum frequent item set size of 4 items (I4) and number of sequences in the dataset (D100K). Kosarak 
dataset is a real life dataset which contain 41,270 items. 

 
Figure 2.Output screen of frequent patterns by applying ASPMS algorithm. 

Figure 2 shows that the frequent pattern by using ASPMS algorithm. Obtain the set of association rules by 
applying algorithms. By analyzing the data, we can obtain different number of rules and get different frequent 
patterns of both three algorithms with regard to giving different values of support and confidence. Apriori scan 
the database for each time a candidate item set is generated, FP growth scans the database only two times and 
ASPMS scan the database once. 
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Figure 3- Execution time Comparison Graph 

The Results of execution time comparison show in Figure 3. Compare the execution time of all three algorithms 
which apply on four different dataset. 

 
Figure 4- No. of Frequent Pattern Fetches Comparison Graph 

Figure4shows, that the graph between number of patterns and algorithms. We compared the performance our 
algorithm on the basis of the computation time and the number of frequent pattern. The experimental result 
shows that proposed algorithm ASPMS takes less time for generating frequent pattern and it fetches less 
frequent pattern i.e., finds the exact frequent patterns than existing algorithm for large transactional dataset. 

5. Conclusion 
Mining beneficial knowledge from huge amount of transaction data is a difficult task. Major issues in this 
framework were how to avoid complex candidate generation process, large number of database scans and 
execution time and memory requirements for large transactional database. In this work, we proposed an efficient 
one- ASPMS algorithm. It is used to mine the set of all frequent item sets with a sliding window in data streams. 
We compared the three algorithms with the parameters like computation time, storage structure, efficiency and 
database scan etc. The experiments indicate that the proposed algorithm manage highly precise mining results 
with the faster performance for mining frequent item over data-streams. In this paper our analysis i.e. theoretical 
and experimental shows that the proposed algorithm ASPMS is efficient and scalable and perform better for 
mining the set of all maximum frequent item sets over the entire existing of the data streams. In future, we will 
use the ASPMS algorithm for different approaches where mine the data. It may increase the space efficiency. 
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